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Network System Team

Gigabit Ethernet Campus network Backbone Migration Completed

As reported in the last issue of Channel, we are undergoing the campus backbone migration project -- from FDDI to Gigabit
Ethernet.  This migration project was completed in April 2000, and a briefing seminar was held in mid-May to provide an update
on this.  The seminar presentations are available online for those who missed the seminar.

Now, all users are already connected to the new switched Gigabit Ethernet campus backbone.  The new backbone consists of 2
core Gigabit Enterprise Switches (Cisco Catalyst 6509) which are designed to address the increased requirements for gigabit
scalability, high availability and multilayer switching in backbone environments.  Connected to these Enterprise Switches are 75
Edge Switches which are installed in each Wiring Closets with Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) or Gigabit Ethernet (1,000 Mbps)
uplinks.  Edge switches are devices that provide client connectivity at the edge of the network.  Depicted below is a simplified
diagram which illustrates the connection hierarchy of our campus network:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/channel/2000jan/gigabit.html
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/network/seminar/




The table below gives you an idea of the size and scale of the campus network:

Total no. of nodes in campus ~9,000

Wiring closets connected to Gigabit backbone 75

Wiring closets installed with dual
Gigabit/Fast Ethernet Uplinks Edge Switch

52

Desktop Switches 600+

Subnets 43

The routing performance of our gigabit backbone provides an aggregate routing performance of up to 30 million packet per
seconds.  This implies at least a 20-fold increase in network performance when compared to the original FDDI backbone.  At the
same time most of the network pathways connecting individual workgroups (or subnets) are upgraded with at least a 10-fold
speed increase.  All these will better enable our network infrastructure to efficiently transport traffic intensive media-rich contents
in the new 'e-learning' millenium.

The next step we are now working on are to install more edge switches for some outstanding wiring closets and to introduce
more additional redundancy of network pathways for better fault tolerance.  At the same time, we are carrying out a study on the
network traffic pattern in our campus network.  This proactive monitoring can give us insights on the network usage of campus
users, so that we can better accommodate their needs in advance.
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Network System Team

Major Internet/HARNET Upgrade

The network linking the eight higher educational institutions in Hong Kong - HARNET, has been upgraded on 14 August. By
migrating HARNET's Internet links from HKT to Global One, the new links provide the following major improvements:

Twice the international connection speed: from 24 to 48 Mbit/s, which is shared among all institutions
 

●   

More than three times in speed increase of the HKIX connection: a total of 78 Mbit/s shared among all institutions from the
previous 24 Mbit/s, facilitating speedier access to Hong Kong sites that require high bandwidth
 

●   

Higher connection speed among institutions: a maximum of 24 Mbit/s up from the previous 12 Mbit/s, facilitating
inter-institutional academic exchanges

●   

With this significant upgrade in place, the University's alternative UUNET link has been resized from 5 to 4 Mbit/s accordingly.

The current configuration of HARNET is depicted as follows:
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WWW & Server Technology

Enhancement on Campus Network Directory Infrastructure

The Network Directory has been a crucial computing infrastructure on campus maintained
by ITSC.  It is primarily a high performance directory supporting the IETF's LDAP
standard.  It not only serves as a secure and scalable authentication database for email, web,
and a number of campus-wide central IT services, but also acts as the data source for our
web-based Communications Directory for personal and contacts information.

Our Network Directory is composed of a master server and a number of replicate servers for
robust and fault-tolerant operation.  In this summer, the master  server was upgraded to the
latest Netscape LDAP Server 4.11 for better performance and support of the LDAPv3
standard.  This exercise essentially laid an important foundation for further improving a
number of our central IT services, such as email.

Another enhancement to our Network Directory infrastructure is the setup of an Active
Directory on campus.  This new Active Directory is named "ust.hk" and is based on the
original Windows NT Domain "HKUST" operated by ITSC for nearly seven years.

Active Directory is the latest directory technology developed by Microsoft and is supposed
to replace the old Windows NT Domain technology.  While having a lot of its own
proprietary features, Active Directory also supports the LDAP standard as well as a number
of advanced open technologies such as Kerberos and smart card authentication.  As such, it
is regarded as a potentially very important component of our campus computing
infrastructure.  An immediate benefit would be that the Windows 2000 machines on campus
can now employ the existing central authentication database and enjoy the shared computing
resources provided on the campus network.

HIGHLIGHTS

To summarize, the following highlights the enhancement done to the Campus Network
Directory infrastructure this summer:

The master server of our Network Directory was upgraded to Netscape LDAP Server
version 4.11 for better performance and support of LDAPv3 standard,
 

●   

The replicate servers of our Network Directory will be upgraded in the coming months
when all teething problems are eliminated, and the series of upgrades will be
performed in a user-transparent manner;
 

●   

The Active Directory "ust.hk" was set up on campus, by upgrading the original
Primary Domain Controller (PDC) of the "HKUST" Windows NT Domain, allowing
Windows 2000 machines on campus to use the existing central authentication service
operated by ITSC.

●   



FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information about our LDAP-compliant Network Directory, please take a look at:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/ldap

Also, more information about the implementation of Microsoft Active Directory in HKUST
can be found at:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/windows2000

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/ldap
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/windows2000
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Mr. Peter Chang, , ccpeterc@ust.hk

Second Phase of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) in HKUST

With the ongoing advances in smart card and public key technologies, ITSC is now pleased
to introduce the 2nd phase of our HKUST Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to facilitate
electronic transactions in campus.

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/pki/whatisnew.html

This 2nd phase will serve as a major foundation in designing and implementing an open,
trusted and secure infrastructure for HKUST community in the coming future. Users are
invited to try out this new infrastructure and various PKI demo applications. Comments are
most welcome.

HIGHLIGHTS

A complete PKI structure has been built in this phase and Digital Certification Service
is provided in accordance with our published practice and standard.
 

●   

Digital certificates are compatible across different web browsers like Netscape,
Internet Explorer, etc. Nowadays, popular web browsers support different kind of PKI
applications like S/MIME secure emails, SSL secure connection, etc already.
 

●   

Use of Smart Card to store personal digital signature is supported now. Smart Card
readers, being donated by the Tritheim Tech company, have been installed on PC in
Computer Barn B.
 

●   

A small batch of Smart Cards, being donated by the vendor to Cyberspace Center, had
been distributed to volunteers among CS and CPEG UGs to conduct a smart card pilot
run in April 2000. Various PKI applications have been tried out in our computer barn.

●   

For details, please visit our PKI web page at:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/pki

FURTHER INFORMATION

For any enquiry or feedbacks about this new PKI infrastructure, please feel free to drop us an
email at:

hkustca@ust.hk

mailto:ccpeterc@ust.hk
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/pki/whatisnew.html
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/pki
mailto:hkustca@ust.hk
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MobileNet Service Enhanced with Wireless LAN Support

Ever imagine how convenient it will be if you can easily use an Internet search
engine to look up a specific topic while studying or researching in our library? With
the recent upgrade of our MobileNet infrastructure, this is no longer a myth but a
reality.

The MobileNet service was rolled out by ITSC back in mid-December 1999 to
provide convenient Internet access on campus for mobile notebook users. At that
time you still need to connect your computer to specific MobileNet outlets using a
network cable.

For this new academic year, a wireless LAN support is added to provide wire-free
MobileNet access that is based on the 11 Mbps IEEE 802.11b wireless standard. To
enjoy this service, you need to install in your notebook a wireless adapter like the
model being offered in our current notebook computer ownership program.

At present you can enjoy wireless MobileNet access in the following public or open
areas:

G/F & 1/F of Library●   

LG4 Student Common Room●   

Academic Concourse●   

Atrium●   

1/F Coffee Shop●   

G/F Chinese Restaurant●   

LG5 Food Court●   

LG7 Student Canteen●   

We will monitor the usage and demand of this service, and extend the wireless
MobileNet coverage when and where feasible.

For further details, please refer to our MobileNet home page at::

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/MobileNet/

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/MobileNet/
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Faster Web Access: New Web Cache Infrastructure

To speed up web access, the current web caching server farm will be replaced by a
new web cache subsystem around late September or early October time frame.

What Are The Upcoming Benefits

The new subsystem will consist of two layer 4 network switches (or so-called web
switches) and 5 web cache engines, aimed at delivering the following benefits:

Higher availability -- the two network switches provides fault tolerance and
automatic removal of failed web cache engines
 

●   

Bigger web cache -- by deployment of 5 web caching servers with larger hard
disks, more web pages can be stored in the cache farm, increasing the
likelihood that a web page be found in the cache
 

●   

Prevent slow response -- the cache engines will be load-balanced using the
intelligent web switches. The chance for a user to hit a heavily loaded engine
is thus reduced, thereby giving the user a more even response time
 

●   

Eliminating the need for user configuration -- by deployment of
transparent proxy technology, web requests will be automatically handled by
the web cache engines. As a result, users no longer need to bother the proxy
setting of the web browser

●   

What You Should Do

The deployment shall be transparent to both existing and new users - you do NOT
have to reconfigure your browser to enjoy the enhanced speed. Please watch out for
the release date of this new service.
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Mr. Vincent Lok, ccvlok@ust.hk

Windows 2000 in campus

Infrastructure Upgrade

ITSC carried out hardware and software upgrade to the Windows NT domain during the
summer session.

This infrastructure upgrade makes the campus computing environment "Windows
2000-ready" and enables our users to leverage advanced technologies such as Active
Directory and PKI, in the years to come.

Windows 2000 in Lecture Theaters and Computer Barns

Desktop PCs running Window 2000 professional are available now in

Classrooms and Lecture Theaters●   

Computer Barn C teaching area●   

TSK Computing Lab (Barn B) (~40 PCs only)●   

The upgrade improves performance and reliability, and enhance multimedia support on the
desktop computers in these public area.

Windows 2000 on desktop PCs

At this time, Windows 98 will continue to be our mainstream desktop operating system;
while the infrastructure is ready to facilitate early adopters to start moving to Windows 2000.

For those with powerful enough hardware and are interested in upgrading to Windows 2000,
ITSC has made the installation CD available in our software library.  Check out the URL
below for more detail.

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/windows2000

Highlight of Windows 2000 Professional

Windows 2000 Professional is more robust and less software crash or system failure is
expected when comparing to Windows 98.

●   

It requires powerful PC hardware. A PII-300 with 64MB memory is the minimal
recommended requirement.

●   

Common software like Office, Email programs and web browsers work fine on
Windows 2000, but it may still take more time to have more W2K compliant software
available in the market.

●   

Improved plug and play hardware and multimedia support compared to Windows NT
workstation.

●   

mailto:ccvlok@ust.hk
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/windows2000


Some multi-language support without third-party add-on packages.●   

Be prepared to spend extra time to get familiar with the new user interface and the
system admin tasks if you have no previous Windows NT experience.

●   

More Information

For more information about our Windows 2000, please visit our web pages at the following
URL:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/windows2000

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/windows2000
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Mr. Peter Chang, ccpeterc@ust.hk

Upgrade of Email Server

ITSC is pleased to announce that both hardware and software of our Email server has been
upgraded. Security is further tightened up and performance has been enhanced.

HIGHLIGHTS

Larger storage space implemented using the RAID technology and much more main
memory has been installed on the email  server to improve its performance.

●   

Email software has been upgraded to support IMAP SSL connection and authenticated
SMTP features.

●   

User using Netscape Messenger and Outlook email clients can now turn on the secure
IMAP SSL connections to tighten up the security.

●   

As a major component in our Email System, our LDAP Directory Server has been
upgraded too to improve on its performance and capability.

●   

For more information about our Email and LDAP Directory services, please visit our
web pages at:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/email

●   

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/ldap

ENQUIRY

For any enquiry about our email service, please feel free to drop us an email at:

Email.Support@ust.hk

mailto:ccpeterc@ust.hk
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/email
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/ldap
mailto:Email.Support@ust.hk
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What's New in Dial-up Service

There are 2 enhancements in our dial-up service:

Simplified Authentication1.  

To align with the industry practice in dial-up authentication, support for
PAP (Password Authentication Protocol) has been added to all dial-up
pools.

For new users, the benefit comes in a simplification of the manual
configuration process of dial-up access. One can even use the dial-up
interface provided by your ISP to access HKUST modem pools. Note
that the dial-up kit which automates the configuration for users has been
updated as well.

For existing users, the configuration change is optional but
recommended.

New Dial-up Kit2.  

A new dial-up kit is constructed to include the support of Windows 2000
as well as facilitating setup of dial-up networking (DUN) to use PAP
authentication as described above.

For details of our dial-up service, please visit our dial-up home page:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/dialup/

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/dialup/
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Mr. Peter Chang, ccpeterc@ust.hk

WAP in HKUST

In the past couple of months, quite a few mobile telephone companies have started to offer
support on the Wireless Access Protocol (WAP) technology. User with a WAP-compliant
mobile handset can now access information on the Internet.

To make it possible for interested staff and students to explore this new technology, ITSC is
pleased to introduce our "WAP in HKUST" service.

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/wap

HIGHLIGHTS

Our web servers have been enhanced to allow users to develop their own Wireless
Markup Language (WML) pages. (Information accessible on the Internet by WAP
phone must be written in this special WML format.)
 

●   

An experimental WAP portal site is being set up to facilitate easy access to
University's information using WAP.

●   

http://wap.ust.hk/index.wml

An internal WAP portal site for HKUST users only is available at the following URL
too:

●   

http://wap.ust.hk/intranet/index.wml

For those users without a WAP phone for the time being, you may experience this new
technology using a free WAP software emulator. More details on how to download
this emulator can be found in our "WAP in HKUST" web site.

●   

Please note that a few mobile service operators in Hong Kong are imposing restrictions on
the access of outside resources.  It is advised that staff or students may first check with their
mobile service operators to confirm if their WAP gateways can access the University's
network.

ENQUIRY

If you have any enquiry about using WAP in HKUST, please feel free to drop us an email at:

Wap.Support@ust.hk

mailto:ccpeterc@ust.hk
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/wap
http://wap.ust.hk/index.wml
http://wap.ust.hk/intranet/index.wml
mailto:Wap.Support@ust.hk
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Mr. Peter Chang, ccpeterc@ust.hk

Multimedia RealServer 7 Upgrade

ITSC is pleased to announce that our multimedia server has been upgraded to RealServer
7.0. Enhancements have been made in various areas.

HIGHLIGHTS

Server hardware has been upgraded to a more powerful machine to improve its
performance.
 

●   

Viewing source code for SMIL presentations is now available for RealPlayer 7 user.
 

●   

Support 100 concurrent user connections on our RealServer.
 

●   

Fully compatible with RealMedia files generated from previous RealEncoder 3.0 or
later.
 

●   

RealProducer Plus has been upgraded to version 7.0 as well on our Encoder Station
located in ITSC HelpDesk.

●   

MORE INFORMATION

For more information about our multimedia service, please visit our Multimedia Station at
the following URL:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/multimedia

mailto:ccpeterc@ust.hk
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/multimedia
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Network System Team

New Arrangement for Student Hall Residential Network
(ResNet)

Most probably you have come across the term ResNet which simply refers to our
student hall residential network.  Since the inception of the student hall network back
in 1991, ResNet keeps on evolving and is being enhanced by ITSC.

To keep abreast with the change of requirements from students, several new
ResNet arrangements have been done in this academic year:

Revised Application Policy
To cope with the growing demand of user possessing both desktop and
notebook computers, each applicant can now apply up to two computers for
connection to ResNet.
 

1.  

Introduced Two More Subnets
Two more subnets are introduced in the ResNet, bringing the total number of
ResNet subnets to 7.   This gives us flexibility to cater for the increasing
growth of network usage from users. As such, each building in student hall is
approximately equivalent to an independent subnet.
 

2.  

Connected to the New Gigabit Ethernet Backbone
After the recent backbone upgrade exercise, ResNet is now connected to the
new Gigabit Ethernet backbone.  This gives a much better performance and
robust network to the users.

3.  

The table below indicates the growth of registered ResNet users for the past several
years:
 

Academic Year
No. of Registered ResNet

Users

96 / 97 1,455

97 / 98 1,898

98 / 99 2,743

99 / 00 3,363

For more information on ResNet, please refer to the ResNet home page:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/ResNet/

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/ResNet/
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Miss. Theresa Lo, cctlo@ust.hk

CFO & ESO Trainings

With the rapid growth of Information Technology, computers now play a major role in
offices assisting us with our daily work and communication.  Naturally, the more you
use, the more questions/problems you would likely to confront with. Sometimes, the
problems encountered are not so technical or difficult to solve, as one would think -
well, only if you know how. :)

With this in mind, ITSC has organized two training programs to the Administrative
offices:

Computer First-Aid Officers (CFO) training program
Targeted personnel: Colleagues that have an interest with computers want to
learn more to gain competence and ability to tackle common computing
problems. Also, willing to share their experience and to provide a helping hand
to their office colleagues on their computing problems.

This program has been running for over a year now (since July 1999) and with
thanks to the full support from the VPAB and the Directors of the
Administration and Business offices, there are now a total of 31 nominated
CFOs in the A&B offices.
 

1.  

Executive Support Officers (ESO) training program
Targeted personnel: Colleagues who need to provide direct support to
Executive members of offices. This program aims to develop the support staff
on their IT awareness and the ability to tackle those common problems
encountered by themselves and their executives.

This program started running in June 2000 and currently there are 49
nominated ESOs from offices in the A&B branch, OP branch and the VPAAO.

2.  

These programs consist of an ongoing series of briefings and workshops. The
trainings carried out are listed on the table below for your interest. Through these
gatherings and the use of mailing list, these officers are encouraged to share their
experience and learn from each other by discussing their problems among the
groups.  To further increase the communication efficiency with ITSC, the officers
could contact the pre-assigned ITSC Account Manager for direct assistance.

If you're in an Administrative office and is interested in becoming a CFO or an ESO,
please let your supervisor know.
 

Training topics covered for the
CFO

Training topics covered for the
ESO

mailto:cctlo@ust.hk


Hardware Concepts 1.  

Network 2.  

Internet 3.  

Email 4.  

Chinese 5.  

Windows Environment 6.  

Office Tools 7.  

Backup and File Sharing 8.  

Virus 9.  

Y2K 10.  

Dialup 11.  

Printing12.  

HKUST iMail Service & MS
Office 2000 

13.  

TechNet14.  

MS Windows Installation
Workshop 

Workshop Installation
Guide - Win95 

❍   

Workshop Installation
Guide - Win98

❍   

15.  

Common PC Problems 16.  

Basics on Web Authoring 17.  

Internet Tools 18.  

How to Create PDF Files19.  

Email at HKUST1.  

Office Tools 

MS Word (Advance) ❍   

MS Excel (Intro) ❍   

MS Excel (Advance) ❍   

MS Access 2000 (Intro) ❍   

MS Access 2000
(Advance) 

❍   

MS PowerPoint 2000
(Intro) 

❍   

MS FrontPage (Intro) ❍   

2.  
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Mr. Doug Wong, ccdoug@ust.hk

FrontPage 2000 trainings to AA departments

In the last decade, the rapid increase popularity of the Web causing educators to re-think the
very nature of teaching and learning.
 
Staring early this year, ITSC has organized 3-hour workshops on using MS Frontpage 2000
for the teaching staff of some Departments. These Departments included BICH, BIOL,
CHEM, CIVL, HUMA and SOSC.  The aim of the workshops is to help teaching staff
(PGs/TAs/Faculties) to create simple Web pages to host and deliver course materials on the
Web.

Up to this June, over 120 PGs, TAs, Faculties and Staff from these Departments have
attended the workshops. We have received many positive feedbacks from the attendees.
Most of them appreciate the ease of creating Web pages using the Web authoring tool.  Some
of them also showed interested to join advanced Web authoring workshops if there are any.

Before attending the workshops, only a few of the attendees had their own Web pages. Now
we can see many of them have already started creating their own Web pages, either for
academic uses or for fun.

mailto:ccdoug@ust.hk
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Network System Team

HKUST Notebook/Desktop Ownership Program 2000

Similar to last year, this year the ITSC has organized another computer ownership
program for the unversity community with support from the Students' Union and
Purchasing Office. With the feedback from our recent online survey, we have finally
selected among various vendors the more attractive proposal from IBM/System-Pro.
IBM ThinkPad notebooks, NetVista/Aptiva desktop computers and WorkPad PDA
are available at an attractive price to all HKUST students and staff. After further
negotiation with the vendors, this program is also extended to all alumni.

A choice of six latest notebook models (from around $8,900 to $17,400) and three
desktop models (from below $6,000 to around $16,500) are available for your
selection. You can enjoy an effective discount (off retail price) of up to around 40%
for notebook models and over 20% for desktop models. For this limited-time special
offer, each eligible person is ONLY allowed to buy at most one notebook and one
desktop computer. An optional 12-month instalment plan is also arranged for your
convenience. To allow more flexibility, there are 2 rounds of roadshow & order
taking, and notebook distribution.

Right now we are developing a wireless network infrastructure in our campus to
better support mobile computing. For this new academic year, mobile wireless
Internet access is now available for public areas like library, canteens, coffee shop,
academic concourse, etc. As such, our program also includes the choice of a
specially priced 11 Mbps wireless adapter for notebook users. It is our vision to
migrate HKUST to an intelligent campus environment where true mobile computing
is no longer a myth but a reality.

For details of this special offer, please visit the home page of this program:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/cop/

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/cop/
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Summary Findings of Notebook/Desktop Ownership
Program Online Survey

Back in end of June this year the ITSC has conducted an online survey to solicit
feedback from students and staff on their purchase requirements on notebook and
desktop computers. We received a total of 592 responses -- 169 from staff and 423
from students. The survey findings serves as a reference for the organising task
force to consider during the vendor negotiation process before finally coming up with
the present HKUST Notebook/Desktop Ownership Program 2000. Presented below
is a brief summary of the major findings out of this survey:

Preferred Notebook Type - roughly half of the respondents preferred slim
notebooks while the remaining half all-in-one notebooks:

●   

Slim vs. All-in-one: 44% vs. 56% (for staff) and 53% vs. 47 (for students)

Preferred Brand Name - the majority of staff (over 40 %) and students (over
52%) regard Sony as their most preferred notebook brand name. For
desktops, our users are more willing to run clone instead of branded system.

●   

Most
Preferred

|
|
V

Least
Preferred

Notebook Desktop

Students Staff Students Staff

Sony Sony CLONE Dell

IBM IBM Dell CLONE

Dell Toshiba IBM Compaq

Toshiba Dell Compaq IBM

Compaq Compaq HP HP

  Gateway Gateway

Remarks: Though Sony is generally regarded by both students and staff as the most
preferred notebook brand name, Sony could only offer us relatively much lower
discount level to their high-priced notebook models.

Choice of Operating System - only a relatively small percentage of users
prefer Linux; and in general our students prefer Chinese Win98 over English
Win98:

●   

Operating
System

Notebook Desktop

Students Staff Students Staff

English
W98

10.8% 29.2% 9.8% 19.7%

Chinese
W98

42.4% 33.9% 33.7% 26.8%

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/cop/


Win2000 39.6% 33.1% 48.5% 46.5%

Linux 4.4% 1.5% 3.7% 4.2%

Others 2.8% 2.3% 4.3% 2.8%

System Configuration:
 

Processor - users tend to prefer Intel over AMD processors, and for
Intel CPUs, the majority favors Pentium III over Celeron or Pentium II
processors.

❍   

Memory - 128 MB is the norm for both notebook and desktop
environment; and for desktop system, some users even prefer even
more memory.

❍   

Hard Disk Size - in general respondents prefers big hard disk: 8 GB or
above for notebooks and 15 GB or above for desktops.

❍   

Notebook Specific Attributes:
 

LCD Display Size - a preference of 12.1", 13.3" or 14.4" over
smaller screen size.

■   

Thickness - 0.9"-1.1" and 1.1"-1.3" are the two most popular
ranges.

■   

Weight - notebook with a weight of 3-4 lbs seems most acceptable
to the users:

■   

❍   

●   

Weight Students Staff

Below 3 lbs 23.4% 23.8%

3-4 lbs 45.2% 36.1%

4-5 lbs 25.9% 28.7%

5 lbs or above 5.5% 11.4%

General Selection Criteria of Notebook Computers - the majority of staff
and students regard the following as more crucial in notebook selection (in
order of decreasing importance):

Faster processor speed❍   

Larger memory size❍   

Lighter weight❍   

Slimmer dimension❍   

Bigger LCD display❍   

●   
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Special Broadband Internet Access Offer from SpeedLink

ITSC has worked out a special package from SpeedLink Limited which offers
discounted 1.5M broadband Internet access service to all current HKUST staff and
students. SpeedLink resells the broadband ADSL service provided by HKT of
Pacific Century CyberWorks, and as such, it has a service coverage of over 95% of
Hong Kong households. At present SpeedLink has its own international Internet
bandwidth of 60 Mbps which will shortly be upgraded to 100 Mbps in
mid-September.

A total of 3 service plans are offered to HKUST under this limited-time special offer:
 

SpeedLink 1.5M Residential Broadband Internet
Service Plan

Terms Plan A Plan B Plan C

Joining Fee NIL

Monthly Fee HK$128 HK$168 HK$268

Free Usage First 20 hours First 50 hours Unlimited

Additional
Usage Charge

HK$2 / hour N/A

For further details, please refer to the following web page:

http://www.ust.hk/itsc/network/offer/SpeedLink/

http://www.speed-link.com.hk/
http://www.ust.hk/itsc/network/offer/SpeedLink/
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